
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. F811273

FREDDIE L. BATTS,
EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

COLEMAN CABLE, INC.,
EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

TWIN CITY FIRE INS. CO. 
C/O THE HARTFORD,
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OPINION FILED SEPTEMBER 1, 2009

Hearing conducted before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MARK
CHURCHWELL, in Texarkana, Miller County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by HONORABLE GREGORY R. GILES,
Attorney at Law, Texarkana, Arkansas.

The respondent was represented by HONORABLE A. GENE
WILLIAMS, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on June 4,

2009, in Texarkana, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Order was

entered in this case on March 30, 2009.  The following

stipulations were submitted by the parties in the Prehearing

Order and are hereby accepted:

1. The Commission has jurisdiction.

2. The employer/employee/carrier
relationship existed at all relevant
times.

3. The claimant’s average weekly wage of
$521.96 entitles him to a compensation
rate of $348.00 per week for temporary
total disability and $261.00 per week
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for permanent partial disability if this
claim is found compensable.

4. The claimant sustained traumatic
amputation of a portion of one finger. 

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:

1. Compensability.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to temporary
total disability benefits.

3. The claimant’s entitlement to medical
treatment.

4. If the claimant has reached maximum
medical improvement, the claimant’s
entitlement to a permanent impairment
evaluation, or if appropriate, a
Commission assigned impairment rating.

5. The claimant’s entitlement to attorney’s
fees.

Respondent:

1. Compensability, including an injury
allegedly substantially occasioned by
the presence of cocaine in the body. 

The record consists of the June 4, 2009, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.  I note that

the transcript index contains incorrect page numbers. 
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However, I have confirmed with May Reporting that the

transcript is complete.

DISCUSSION

The claimant was employed as an extruder operator for

Coleman Cable, Incorporated, in the manufacture of

underground telephone cable wire.  (T11) The claimant was

responsible for equipment which put insulation onto copper

wire.  (T11)  

At approximately 1:30 a.m. on the morning of

November 5, 2008, the claimant amputated a portion of his

left ring finger at work.  The claimant’s leadman, Kyle

Cross took the claimant to the hospital.  (T101) The plant

manager, Scott Callahan, received a telephone call at about

1:35 a.m. from Caroline Moss, the supervisor. (T101) Mr.

Callahan told Ms. Moss to make sure no one was around the

machine or moved anything.  (T101) Mr. Callahan went to the

hospital for about 45 minutes then went to the plant. 

(T119)

The claimant was treated for the amputation with an IV,

medication and sutures.  (T49, 55) In addition, Mr. Frank

Silva, a contractor for Healthcare Express, obtained a urine

specimen from the claimant for testing.  (T91)
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The claimant was off work for three days.  (T56) On his

second day back at work on light duty, the claimant was told

he was being terminated because he had tested positive for

cocaine.  The claimant had not returned to work again

anywhere as of the date of the hearing on June 4, 2009. 

(T60) The claimant currently seeks additional medical

treatment and temporary disability compensation, or if his

healing period has ended, benefits for permanent anatomical

impairment.  (T5)

The respondents contend that the claimant’s injury was

substantially occasioned by the presence of cocaine in his

body and is therefore not compensable.  (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 2) 

In this regard, the claimant disputed the results of drug

testing on the grounds that he received medication and

injections in the emergency room before he was ever tested

for drugs, that due to complications he was required to give

more than one urine sample during testing, and that the

respondents failed to establish a chain of custody to prove

that the test results in the record are in fact for the

urine sample that the claimant gave to Mr. Silva.  (T6-7,

89) In addition, the claimant contends that his injury was

caused by an unavoidable accident which rebuts any possible

presumption.  (T7) 
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Arkansas Code Annotated § 11-9-102(4)(B) states in

relevant part:

(B) "Compensable injury" does not include:

(iv)(a) Injury where the accident was
substantially occasioned by the use of alcohol,
illegal drugs, or prescription drugs used in
contravention of physician's orders.

(b) The presence of alcohol, illegal drugs, or
prescription drugs used in contravention of a
physician's orders shall create a rebuttable
presumption that the injury or accident was
substantially occasioned by the use of alcohol,
illegal drugs, or prescription drugs used in
contravention of physician's orders.

(c) Every employee is deemed by his or her
performance of services to have impliedly
consented to reasonable and responsible testing by
properly trained medical or law enforcement
personnel for the presence of any of the
aforementioned substances in the employee's body.

(d) An employee shall not be entitled to
compensation unless it is proved by a
preponderance of the evidence that the alcohol,
illegal drugs, or prescription drugs utilized in
contravention of the physician's orders did not
substantially occasion the injury or accident.

The Arkansas Courts have held that the presence of

drugs established by drug metabolites present in the body is

sufficient to raise the rebuttable presumption and shift the

burden of proof to the claimant to rebut the presumption. 

Flowers v. Norman Oaks Construction Co., 341 Ark. 474, 17

S.W.3d 472 (2000); Brown v. Alabama Elec. Co., 60 Ark. App.
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138, 959 S.W.2d 753 (1998) petition for review denied, 334

Ark. 35, 970 S.W.2d 807 (1998). 

The Commission and the Courts have addressed this area

of the law in several cases involving industrial manufacture

accidents.  In Woodall v. Hunnicutt Construction, 340 Ark.

377, 12 S.W.3d 630 (2000), the Court affirmed a Commission

finding that a scaffold collapse was attributable to a

carpenter’s impaired judgment where a co-worker did not nail

down the scaffolding because the claimant-carpenter directed

the co-worker not to do so.  In Weaver v. Whitaker Furniture

Co., 55 Ark. App. 400, 935 S.W.2d 584 (1996), the Court

affirmed a Commission finding that a slip and fall type

injury is of the type which can be influenced by the effect

of forbidden substances, and rejected the claimant’s opinion

that oil on his shoes caused the slip and fall.  In Tidwell

v. Four Thirteen, Inc., Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed September 10, 2003 (F209567), the

Commission found the claimant’s tripping over an exposed

wire consistent with impaired senses and falling off a

trailer consistent with an impaired sense of reflex, an

impaired sense of balance and a poor reaction time.  In

Bruso v. Haney Sandblasting, Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed February 20, 2002 (F012579), the
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Full Commission found the claimant’s failure to wear a

safety belt consistent with impairment from being under the

influence of marijuana and/or morphine.

In Rebecca L. Davis v. Your Employment Services, Inc.,

Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed

December 6, 1996 (E415603), the claimant severed her right

ring finger when she placed her hand underneath a paint

recycling machine to determine whether any paint was coming

out.  The claimant acknowledged at the hearing that her

injury was not the result of any type of machine

malfunction, but instead resulted from inattentativeness or

distraction.  The Full Commission determined that the

claimant refused to provide a post-accident urine sample for

drug testing.  The Full Commission also concluded from the

evidence that the claimant was not following customary

procedure when she placed her hand under the machine, and

that the claimant’s disregard for her safety in placing her

hand under the machine, her inattentativeness once she

placed her hand under the machine, and her refusal to submit

to a urine drug test later that morning, each indicated that

she was impaired.  The majority found that the claimant

failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that her

injury was not substantially occasioned by the use of
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alcohol, illegal drugs, or prescription drugs used in

contravention of a physician’s orders.  

In Andre Jefferson v. Munsey Products, Full Workers’

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed April 11, 1997

(E405575), the claimant amputated several fingers after

placing his hand in a die-cast machine to retrieve a push-

bar that was jamming the machine.  A drug screen on a urine

sample collected after the accident tested positive for

metabolites of cocaine and marijuana.   The claimant

contended that he was following customary procedure when his

injury occurred, and that the machine malfunctioned. 

However, after assessing the conflicting testimony, the

Commission found that the claimant was not following

customary procedure and that the machine had not

malfunctioned.  The majority found that the claimant failed

to rebut the presumption that the accident or injury was

substantially occasioned by the use of illegal drugs.

Likewise, in Georgia Shoe v. Custom-Pak, Inc., Full

Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed July 12,

2005 (F308394), the claimant sustained a wrist fracture when

she failed to shut down and lock out a molding machine

before attempting to remove plastic flashing entangled in a

conveyor belt.  A drug test performed the same day as the
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accident was positive for marijuana metabolites.  The

claimant was the only person to testify first-hand regarding

her drug use, or non-use, and the majority of the Commission

did not find the claimant’s testimony credible.  The

claimant acknowledged that what she was doing that evening

was contrary to what she was trained to do.  In addition,

the claimant acknowledged that it was mandatory for her to

lock-out of her machine before attempting to remove plastic

flashing, and that failure to do so was grounds for

termination.  The majority concluded that the claimant’s

actions showed that her judgment was impaired at the time of

her injury.  The majority found that the claimant failed to

overcome the rebuttable presumption that her accident was

occasioned by the use of illegal drugs.

In Bice v. Waterloo Industries, Inc., 71 Ark. App. 1,

26 S.W.3d 129 (2000), the claimant broke the index, middle,

and ring fingers of her right hand when her hand was caught

in the press that she was operating.  The testimony of the

plant supervisor and the safety supervisor established that

the press had a “double pinch point,” that another person

had been injured within twenty-four hours running the same

machine, that the claimant’s accident was caused by the

press’s double pinch point, and that after the accident the
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company had put a double hand control button on the press. 

The Court concluded that any presumption created by the

presence of codeine and methamphetamine in a drug test two

days after the accident was rebutted.

In Barry Ward v. Hickory Springs Mfg. Co, Full Workers’

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed March 22, 2006

(F301504), a majority of the Full Commission found that the

claimant sustained a compensable degloving injury of his

genitalia when his clothing became caught in an industrial

machine as he attempted to adjust a “trailing bar” near the

end of his shift.  A post-accident drug test was positive

for cannabinoids and opiates.  Testimony at the hearing

indicated that employees were supposed to turn off the

machine before adjusting the tubes, but hardly anyone ever

did so.  The majority opinion also noted that a kill switch

was located just two feet from the claimant at the moment

the claimant’s clothes became entangled.  Nevertheless, the

majority found that there was no evidence indicating that

the claimant’s failure to use the kill switch was in any way

related to marijuana intoxication.  Three witnesses,

including a co-worker, the claimant’s lead man, and the

plant manager, each testified that each never thought the

claimant was under the influence. Under these circumstances
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the majority concluded that the claimant rebutted the

presumption that his injury was substantially occasioned by

the use of illegal drugs.

After reviewing the entire record, and for the reasons

discussed below, I find that the preponderance of the

credible evidence establishes the presence of cocaine in the

claimant’s body on the night of the accident.  I also find

that the claimant has failed to rebut the presumption that

his injury was substantially occasioned by his use of

cocaine. 

Issue 1: Validity Of Drug Testing Results

I am not persuaded by the claimant’s arguments

regarding the validity of his drug test results for four

reasons.

First, the claimant raised no objection to the validity

of the drug test results before the hearing.  Second, not

only did the claimant not raise a validity issue before the

hearing, the claimant also offered into evidence himself at

the hearing the very same drug test report which he later

contended contained invalid results.  

Third, to the extent that the claimant contends that

his urine specimen was invalid because he received

medications at the hospital before providing the urine
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specimen, I note that the claimant has offered no evidence

that the emergency room provided him cocaine at the

hospital, or that his urine specimen contained any substance

that might otherwise somehow cause a false positive result

on testing for cocaine, except his testimony that he does

not know how cocaine got in his body, which I do not find

credible.  I also do not find credible the claimant’s

uncorroborated testimony that Mr. Silva took a specimen from

the claimant that leaked, and then came back in later to

obtain a second specimen.

I note that a medical review officer signed the drug

test report offered into evidence by the claimant, and I

note a comment by the medical review officer on that report

that the claimant did not return calls to the MRO office

before the medical review officer filed his report on

August 11, 2008.  (C. Exh. 1 p. 21) If the claimant ever had

any question as to the validity of the testing procedures or

test results in August of 2008, the medical review officer’s

comment indicates that the claimant apparently did not avail

himself of the opportunity at that time to discuss the

matter with the medical review officer.       

Fourth, to the extent that the claimant contends that

the respondents have failed to provide an adequate chain of
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custody, I note that the drug test report that the claimant

offered into evidence contains the claimant’s correct name,

and a social security number identical to the claimant’s

social security number in the hearing transcript on another

medical record.  (C. Exh. 1 p. 7, 21) The drug test report

also contains a collection date consistent with the

testimony of the claimant and of Mr. Silva.  

Furthermore, Mr. Silva testified about his collection

procedures.  Mr. Silva testified that he receives the urine

sample in a large cup from the donor, checks the

temperature, and pours the specimen into one or two vials in

front of the patient.  (T86) Each vial is 30 milliliters and

has a locking cap.  (T86) He then places a barcode label on

the vial; the patient initials the label, and Mr. Silva puts

the vial in a secure bag.  (T86-87) Once the vial is locked

and sealed, the lab will reject it if the seal becomes

broken.  (T88)

Mr. Silva testified that once he got a specimen from

the claimant, Mr. Silva put the bag containing the sealed

specimen in his briefcase until the next day when he took

the briefcase to Healthcare Express where the specimen was

kept in a locked cabinet until it was sent to Memphis

Tennessee. (T91-92)
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The Commission is expected to adhere to the basic rules

of fair play in conducting hearings in a manner that will

best ascertain the rights of the parties.  St. Paul Ins. Co.

v. Touzin, 267 Ark. 539, 592 S.W.2d 448 (1980).  Again, in

the present case, the claimant did not object to the

admissibility of his drug test results, but instead offered

those results into evidence himself without any foundation

provided by either party.  There is no dispute that Mr.

Silva collected the claimant’s urine specimen for testing,

and Mr. Silva’s testimony establishes the manner by which he

collected the sample, the fact that it was immediately

sealed, and that it was secured by Mr. Silva and by

Healthcare Express before shipping.   The respondents

presented no greater evidence of chain of custody in Davis

v. C & M Tractor Co., 4 Ark. App. 34, 627 S.W.2d 561 (1982),

where the only witness to testify was the physician who drew

a blood alcohol sample.  I find that the drug testing

results are on this record accepted as valid, and I note

that the Arkansas Court of Appeals has previously found that

the presence of cocaine metabolites in a urine specimen

raises the rebuttable presumption that the injury or

accident was substantially occasioned by the use of an
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illegal drug.  Ester v. National Home Centers, Inc., 61 Ark.

App. 91, 967 S.W.2d 565 (1998).

Issue 2: Injury Substantially Occasioned By Cocaine

In light of the highly conflicting evidence before me,

I also find that the claimant has failed to rebut the

presumption that his finger amputation was substantially

occasioned by the cocaine in his body.

The claimant testified that his finger amputation

occurred when he had his left hand on the traverse knob. 

(T13-14) The extruder operator must make this adjustment as

needed while the equipment is running.  (T131) The purpose

of the adjustment is to ensure that the cable winds just to

the edge of the reel on which the newly produced cable is

being wound.  (T111)         

When an extruder operator makes a traverse knob

adjustment as the claimant testified he made immediately

before his accident, the cable is approximately 8 to 10

inches from the operator’s hand traveling at approximately

10 linear feet per second (600 feet per minute) off of the

traverse rollers down to a large spool or reel.  (T12, 17)

The spool on which the machine winds the cable consists

of a barrel and two flanges. (T126) The round flanges are

the sides of the spool and are constructed of one by six
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lumber nailed together.  (T132) The flanges on the spool the

claimant was using at the time of his injury had spaces

between some of the one by six lumber.  (T133)

The claimant testified that he did not see what

happened to the cable.  (T65) However, the claimant believes

the cable got caught in a groove in the flange, causing

slack to develop in the cable, which caught his hand and

severed his finger.  (T37) The claimant marked with an “f”

the photograph in claimant’s exhibit 1 page 38 where he

states he found the severed portion of his finger.  (T41)

However, after speaking with the claimant at the

hospital and then going to the plant and observing the

claimant’s work station, Mr. Callahan found the claimant’s

account so inconsistent with Mr. Callahan’s observations at

the plant that Mr. Callahan concluded that the claimant had

been mistaken as to how the injury occurred. (T128-129)

Whereas the claimant testified that his hand was on the

traverse knob above the spool when his finger was severed,

Mr. Callahan filed a written report in which he surmised

that the injury occurred because the claimant had his hand

near the shaft on which the reel spins where his finger

became entangled in a loop of wire which the claimant had
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made to secure the end of the wire to the shaft.  (C. Exh. 1

p. 5)

In this regard, Mr. Callahan testified that based on

what Mr. Batts had described at the hospital about the wire

catching on the flange, Mr. Callahan expected to find wire

caught in the crack of the flange, but he did not.  (T103) 

Mr. Callahan instead found that the cable was wound on the

reel inside the flanges as it was supposed to be.  (T103)

Mr. Callahan testified that if the wire caught on the

flange, he would also expect to find a spot in the wound

wire with slack.  (T134) Instead, when the wire on the spool

was processed the next morning, the traverse was perfectly

tight throughout and the wind was level.  (T134)

Whereas the claimant had testified that he retrieved

his severed finger from the spool, and marked on the

photograph the center of the spool, Mr. Callahan testified

that he did not find any loops or knots or blood in the

center of the spool and did not find any blood on the floor

underneath.  (T104) Mr. Callahan testified that the next

morning the wire was packaged very slowly because Mr.

Callahan expected to find a stain on the wire but found none

anywhere on the reel.  (T108) 
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Mr. Callahan testified that he found a little loop in

the wire on the spool’s axle about the size of a finger. 

The loop appeared to have blood on it, and Mr. Callahan

thought that was where the claimant got his finger caught. 

(T109) In fact, both the wire loop and the axle underneath

have on them a substance with an appearance consistent with

blood in the photograph taken by Mr. Callahan after the

accident.  (C. Exh. 1 p. 36)

Mr. Callahan testified that adjusting the transverse

knob while the machine was operating would be consistent

with company policy on how to operate the machine.  (T131) 

Mr. Callahan testified that if the claimant detected a

problem with the wire on the axle, the proper thing to do

would be to turn off the machine, switch the cable to the

adjacent spool, and take out the reel with a problem even if

the reel was not yet full.  (T131) Mr. Callahan testified

that the company is very clear to employees never to reach

into the area where it appeared to Mr. Callahan that the

claimant became injured, and that the equipment light

curtain is there to keep people back.  (T131) However, Mr.

Callahan testified that the claimant could have physically

reached the wire on the axle without breaking the beam by

reaching over it since the beam was 24 inches off the ground
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and a few inches from the edge.  (T130) Mr. Callahan

testified that it would be just as easy to reach over the

beam to manipulate the wire on the axle as to reach where

the claimant testified his hand was on the traverse unit.  

(T130)

Mr. Callahan testified that his thought as to on why

the claimant might have tried to manipulate the wire on a

moving axle was that (1) the wire may have come loose and

was flapping around after the machine started up and (2) the

claimant may have been concerned that the flapping wire

would break the beam on the light curtain and stop the

equipment.  (T129-130)  As discussed above, Mr. Callahan

testified that the proper course of action in such a

circumstance would have been to stop the machine and switch

to the other reel, since employees are not to reach into

that area while the equipment is operating.  (T131) The

claimant denied in testimony on rebuttal having put his

finger there with the machine running.  (T141)  

I find that the lack of blood on the wire on the spool,

the lack of any irregularity in the windings of the wire on

the spool, the loop in the wire located on the axle, and the

blood on the axle and on the loop of wire on the axle are

not consistent with the claimant’s theory that the wire
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caught on a flange, created slack near the traverse knob

which caught and severed his finger which ended up on or in

the spool of wire.  I find that entangling his finger in the

moving wire near the traverse knob within the normal

operation of the equipment would be evidence of

inattentiveness on the claimant’s part.  Alternatively, I

find that entangling his finger in the wire around a moving

axle in violation of company policy would be evidence of

impaired judgment on the claimant’s part.  

Because the claimant has failed to persuade me by a

preponderance of the evidence in the record that his

amputation was caused by an unavoidable accident caused by

wire catching on a flange, as he contends, I find that the

claimant has failed to rebut the presumption that his

amputation was caused by the presence of cocaine in his

body.         

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Commission has jurisdiction.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship
existed at all relevant times.

3. The claimant’s average weekly wage of $521.96
entitles him to a compensation rate of
$348.00 per week for temporary total
disability and $261.00 per week for permanent
partial disability if this claim is found
compensable.
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4. The claimant sustained traumatic amputation
of a portion of one finger.

5. The claimant failed to prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that he
sustained a compensable injury. 
Specifically, the claimant failed to rebut
the presumption that his accident and injury
were substantially occasioned by the presence
of Cocaine in his body.

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be,

and hereby is, respectfully denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


